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The Archaeological Survey in
Neelagiri seya Area in Lahugala
of Ampara District

2. History of the site
First reference of the Nilgiriseya in the
modern literature was appeared in the
early decades of the 20th century. A.M.
Horcart had visited the site in 928
and his observations of the stupa were
published two years later. His account is
worthwhile to quote here.

Interim Report
Raj Somadeva PhD
Postgraduate Institute of Archaeology

…………..Two
colossal
topes
were
visited
in
928
which
undoubtedly
belong to the archaic period. The first
is
that
known
as
Ratravelavehera
(Panama 2 N/6 3) a little way north of
Rāgamvēli, not far from the south bank of Nāval
Āru. ……………..The other one is the Nilgirisäya (Pānama 15; M/13 48) southwards of Lahugala. Only three whole bricks could be found of
approximately the same size: 8x 9.3/8
x 2. 7/8; 18 x 9 x 2. ½; 17 1/2x 9 ½ x 2 ¾.
It is same as at Ratravelevehera. Local
tradition ascribes it to Suratissa, about 240 B.C.
and believes that it is mentioned in the Mhvs. As
Nilagirivehera. Chapter LXXII, 44, does mention a place called Nilagiri in the course of wars;
but there is no mention of any such place among
the foundations of Suratiss.
(930:82).

1. Introduction
An
archaeological
reconnaissance
survey was conducted by the
Postgraduate Institute of Archaeology in
the area around Nilgiri stupa- a colossal
ruined stupa- situated in the woods of
the Lahugala Wildlife sanctuary of the
Ampara District of the Eastern Province.
This survey was
initiated
as a
pre-requisite of the proposed restoration
of the central stupa, which is the main
focus of the site. Fieldwork was started
on 20th June 20 by a team consisted 3 archaeologists. The survey was
funded by the Department of
Archaeology on behalf of the Ministry of
National Heritage.

Nicholas has attempted to identify a
ruined place called Nilagirihela which
is situated about km south of the main
stupa with the Pasandipika viharaya
mentioned in Mahavamsa . Pasanadipika
viharaya was constructed by the King
Mahadatika
Maha
Naga
(7-9 CE). But Nicholas had not
made an attempt to identify the
historicity of the stupa.

To approach the site, one has to
follow a considerably long way from the
Monaragala-Potuvil main road from its
305 kilo meter post. There is a gravel
road to the right of the main road at this
point leading to the Nilgiri stupa. The
road is fairly good up to HädaOya which
flows about 3km away from the main
road. To cross the river and reach the site
is on a tractor, as the road has not been
developed yet.
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Gunapala Senadheera has quoted a
statement
provided
by
Rev. Handupalpola Punnyarathana
about the identification of this stupa.
Rev. Punnyarathana has made an
attempt to compare the stupa with
Mahanuggala chetiya which he referred to
as mentioned in Mahavamsa (Senadheera
964:0). Rev. Ellavala Medhananda
has quoted the same reference in his later
publication (Medhananda 2003).

totality of the archaeological setting
in the site. This confusion is further
aggravated by the encroachment of
the thick forest vegetation during the
prolonged abandonment of the site.
Clear signs are observed of the periodic
destructions made by treasure hunters.
Stupa and some of the well preserved
buildings situated outside the central
precinct of the stupa had been subjected
to merciless destruction by looters. Such
activities also had contributed to the
However the identification of this stupa dislocation of artefacts and ruined
remained yet inconclusive until the architectural remains within the site.
intensive survey of the year 20 was
initiated. The most important and Considering all these circumstances, the
convincing evidence recovered during survey was carried out in order to achieve
the survey, to resolve the problem of the 3 objectives.
historicity of the stupa and the entire
(i). To understand the total
monastery complex, were two rock
extent of the site;
inscriptions. Those inscriptions are
(ii). To understand the architec
lying about 8 meters apart in the segment
tural layout of the site; and
B of the monastery complex. The older
(iii). To make a complete
inscription is a declaration of a grant to
documentation
of
the
the monastery during the reign of King
visible
archaeological
Bhatika Tissa (22 BCE-7CE) when
remains existing on the
he was a viceroy of Ruhuna. Second
ground
inscription was a decree proclaimed by
the King Jetthatissa I (263-273) or by
the King Jetthatissa II (328-337 CE). On 4. Survey method
the palaeographic perspective, it is more
reasonable to assign the inscription to the As the initial step of the survey
exploration km2 area (000m x 000m)
earlier King.
centring the dilapidated stupa was mapped
using the existing topographic sheet
3. Objectives
(: 63) of the area (see, map ). Every
The dilapidated nature of the visible feature on the topographic sheet
central stupa and the irregularly scattered was digitized and geo-referenced.
distribution of ruins of the associated
buildings, boundary walls and ponds For the purpose of ground handling of
give a rather disordered picture of the the foot survey to be conducted within
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inferring relative dates of the site were
collected for further analysis. Fragments
of ancient tiles and bricks have been
sampled as a separate category of
artefacts in order to distinguish the
stylistic variations of the architecture of
the monastery complex.

the demarcated area on the map, it was
divided into four notional sectors
referring the centre of the stupa
(hereafter refered as the centre point).
These notional sectors were partitioned
by two axes (north –south & east-west)
radiating towards four cardinal directions
from the centre point.

6. Survey results
Each sector was divided into 20 transects,
each measuring the width of 25 meters.
Transects of the northern sectors were
laid out towards south-north orientation
and the southern sector followed the
opposite (see, map 2).

This interim report summarizes the
results of the survey into 3 sub headings;
i.e. (i) extent of monastery; (ii). General
layout and (iii) historicity & and period.
6.. Extent
Extent of the monastery complex was
determined according to the spatial
distribution of the architectural elements
that are visible on the ground. Distance
was calculated from the edge of the stupa.
Following details are resulted.

The survey used the foot survey
method carried out along the
demarcated transects. During the
initial traversing archaeological features
remaining on the ground were identified
and basic clearing was also carried out
in order to make a fairly good visibility
of the remains. In the second phase of
the survey, a measured drawing of the
entire area of the scattered ruins was
done on :250m scale. A Dumpy level
(Topcorn
Green
Lable AT-G6) and a Clinometer
compass (Silver 55 Ranger) were used
to make the angle bearings. Distance was
measured manually using measuring
tapes and 50m digital distance meter.

Approximate Diameter of the Stupa
58 m
Maximum length of the area towards north
360 m
Maximum length of the area towards south
270 m
Maximum length of the area towards east
350 m
Maximum length of the area towards west
200 m
Total extent of the area
346 500m2
Total extent of the area (in acres)
85.62 acres (86 acres)
Total extent of the area (in hectares)
34.65 hect: (35 hect.)
Land
extent
requires
for
furthe
development
4 acres

5. Sampling
Spot sampling was carried out
following the grab-bag technique.
Selected samples of ancient potsherds
and other supportive artefacts that could
be used as complementary evidence of
4

Total land extent required

northern side is still obscure.

90 acres

6..2 General layout

36 ruined buildings have been
identified during the survey. The
limitations of the time factor have
constrained the further observations and
it is reasonable to think that there are
few buildings yet to be identified within
the site. The present state of identified
building structures could be classified in
to 3 categories on the basis of their state
of preservation.

The observations made during the survey
suggest that the architectural layout of
the monastery complex was in harmony
with the natural topographic setting of
the ground while minimizing the human
intervention to excessive landscape
modifications. The entire complex could
be divided in to two segments; i.e.
(a) inner enclosure of the stupa which
functioned as the central ritual precinct (i). Building structures that have 50% of
and
the remains are intact.
(b). the outer enclosure which is situated (ii). Building structures that have less
outside the brick wall of the inner
than 50% of the remains exist on
enclosure that was utilized for residential
the ground
cum restricted ritualistic purposes.
(iii). Building structures that have no
remains existing on the ground
The level distribution measured from the
except dilapidated foundation
inner enclosure to the outer enclosure
covered by an earthen mound.
suggests that the stupa had two terraces
(maluvas). The approximate height from i. Two such buildings in the northern
the surrounding ground level up to the sector and a single one in southern sector
summit of the terrace  is 2m and terrace have been identified (see map 1 and the
2 is 3.5m.
section.
ii. 22 isolated locations of such were
Boundaries of the outer enclosure are not identified. An earthen mound covering
very much clear due to the low ground the debris of the foundations together
visibility. Outer boundary of the west- with some ruined stone pillars of the
ern side of the monastery complex was dilapidated buildings was found at this
demarcated by an earthen embankment location.
which was bordered by a moat. Southern iii. Several such locations were
limit is segregated by a natural setting noticed but exact number could not to be
of an extensive rock boulder. A brick confirmed precisely due to the
wall exposed at a location 3.25 meters disturbance on the surface. Soil
southeast to the stupa would have been erosion was one of the major factors that
connected to the a series of natural linear influenced such modification.
rock-boulders situated on the eastern and
north eastern sides. The boundary in the
5

linguistic ground. Perhaps the Viceroy
Bhatikatissa has given her daughter’s
The most important information that name to the monastery as a token of his
has derived from the survey was an power held in the territory of Ruhuna
indication about the date of the during the period.
monastery. This is shown by two rock
inscriptions recovered within the
monastery premises. The older of the
two is a decree proclaimed by a Queen
named Chula Seevali Devi, a daughter
of King Bhatikatissa (22 BCE-7 CE).
This inscription was setup during the era
of Bhatikatissa who reigned in Ruhuna
as the Viceroy (uparaja) there. This fact
urges one to assign our inscription to the
period of King Kutakannabhaya (44-22
BCE), the predecessor of Bhatikatissa .
7. Dating

The second inscription was a similar
decree announced by a King named
Jetthatissa. Undoubtedly this refers either
to the King Jetthatissa I (263-273 CE) or
if not the King Jetthatissa II (328-337
CE). However the palaeography of this
inscription is more favourable to assign
it to the period of the former king. This
inscription helps us to understand the
period of continuation of the monastery
at least for two and half centuries after its
construction.
8. Name of the monastery
Both inscriptions mentioned above
refer to a monastery named Uttara
Seevali Pabbata vihara as a recipient
institution of the donations proclaimed
thereby. The two names Chula Seevali
(the donor) and the Uttara Seevali (the
recipient institution) appearing in the text
may permit one to make a comparison on
6
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Map. Macro topograpic setting of the Nilgiriseya stupa in the Lahugala Wildlfe Sanctuary.
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Map 2. The 0.5km survey grid used to make the foot survey during the exploration.
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Plan 1. The Survey map of the Neelagiriseya ancient monastery.
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0 area (a view from Northeast)
Fig.  A general view of the stupa and its maluva

Fig.2 The Yupa stone of the stupa that is still remainning on the summit of the ruined stupa
mound.

Fig.3 A stone pillar-base half-buried in the northeastern sector of the ancient monastery.


Fig.4 Random scattering of ancient bricks such as this suggest the locations of the ancient build
ings of the monastery

Fig.5 Washed-off debris of a small stupa (akasa chetiya) situated in the northeastern sector of the
monastery.
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Fig.6 A view of the collapsed small stupa situated in the northeastern sector of the monastery.

Fig.7 Flight of steps leading to the small stupa constructed on asummit of a rock situated in the
northeastern sector of the monastery.
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Fig.8 A natural rock-shelter with a drip-ledge situated in the northeastern sector of the monastery.

Fig.9 A natural rock-shelter situated in the southern sector of the monastery complex
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Fig.0 A conical-hole observed at a location in the southern sector of the monastery complex.

Fig. Another conical-hole observed in a location in the souther sector of the monastery complex.
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Fig.2 Existence of conical-holes within the monastery premises is a frequent occurrence.

Fig.3 Another conical-hole situated at a location in the southern sector of the monastery complex.
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Fig.14 A stone object, probably a flower altar which is lying at a location in the western sector of
the monastery complex.

Fig.5 A location of having a dense scattering of anceint potsherds in the northern sector of the
monastery complex.
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Fig.6 A location of stone quarry situated in the northeastern sector of the monastery complex.

Fig.7 A location of stone quarring situated in the southern sector of the monastery complex.
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Fig.8 Peeled-off stone coulmns are still lying at the quarry site in the southern sector of the monastery complex.

Fig.9 A caverd feature in a bedrock at a location called padurukottagala in the northeastern sector of the monastery complex.
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Fig.20 An exposed part of the outer wall (brick) of the monastery complex situated in the southeastern sector

Fig.2 The remainnig part of the boundary wall of the western side of the monstery complex.
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Fig.22 Remnants of a ruined building situated in the nothern sector of the monastery complex.

Fig.23 Remnants of the Chapter house of the monastery complex situated in the northern sector.
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Fig. 23 An ink impression of the rock inscription situated in the northeastern sector of the monastery complex.

Fig. 24 A view of the second inscription situated in the northeastern sector of the monastery complex.
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